Dow Jones Energy Service

Actionable News, Analysis & Data for Energy Market Participants – Now with Dow Jones NewsPlus

At a time when the global supply of oil is even tighter and alternative energy is
garnering more attention, Dow Jones Energy Service – and its new browser-based
companion, Dow Jones NewsPlus – provide actionable, real-time breaking news and
insightful intelligence that help energy market participants and investors navigate this
dynamic industry.
Market-moving Energy News & Indispensable Commentary

Now Dow Jones NewsPlus For Energy Markets

Tap into Dow Jones Energy Service, a deep energy-specific news

With our team of award-winning journalists writing from petro-

source covering everything from geopolitical events and policy

leum production and money centers around the world, Dow

center moves, to conventional and unconventional energy.

Jones Energy Service is now easily accessed online 24/7 in a

Petroleum – Crude oil, oil exploration and production, offshore
drilling, consumption, storage, new technology, plant outages,
spot market prices

NewsPlus Energy Service edition. Continuously updated all day,
the new service organizes energy-related news and commentary
under convenient categories.

Policy – OPEC, DOE, OECD, EPA, CFTC, FERC, EEI, State
regulation
Natural Gas – Production and trading; emerging unconventional gas
technologies; pipelines; propane LPG; and, corporate developments
Big Oil – Large integrated oil and gas companies; exploration and
production
Alternative, Renewable & Developing Energy Markets – Solar,
biofuels (ethanol), carbon emissions trading, climate change
markets, and the latest on government regulation, legislation,
policies
Nuclear Power Plants – Plant outages, plans for new nuclear plants;
and, state and federal policy issues
Electricity – Plant outages, market pricing, regulatory initiatives
Pricing – Cash and futures, market indexes, supply/demand
fundamentals

Dow Jones NewsPlus – Energy Service makes accessing top

Exchanges – Nymex, ICE, CME, Comex

energy stories easier

Coal – Coal prices, coal-fired power, coal companies and their
share prices
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Dow Jones Energy Service

Actionable News, Analysis & Data for Energy Market Participants – Now with Dow Jones NewsPlus
Access to Market-Moving News and Exclusive Analysis

Benchmark Dow Jones Energy Indexes

Dow Jones Energy Service and NewsPlus bring breaking news

Considered the most reliable and broad-based pricing indexes

and influential perspective to traders, investors and analysts.

available, Dow Jones Energy Indexes publishes three primary

Top Stories – Events that significantly move energy markets and
energy company stocks
DJ Market Talk – Concisely written oil, gas and power news,

energy indexes: U.S. Daily Electricity Price; U.S. Hourly Electricity
Price and European Power. Index data feeds include:
COB

up-to-the-minute updates

Cinergy

Latest on Markets – Snapshots on Oil, Gas, Stocks, Bonds

Four Corners

& Currencies

Mead/Marketplace

Outage Watch – For production-related plant, refinery and

Mid-Columbia

facility outages
Key Contents – Benchmark prices, corporate developments,
cash and futures markets
Analysis & Commentary – Contributions from Dow Jones Energy

North Path 15 (NP15)
Palo Verde
PJM Western Hub

Service writers, The Wall Street Journal and Barron’s

South Path 15 (SP15)

Talk Back – A compendium of reader feedback

FPI French Power

Columns – From climate change to global factors impacting oil

GPI German Power

prices, Dow Jones NewsPlus includes access to these columns:

PIE England Power

Emission Critical

SWEP Swiss Electric Power

Energy Matters

ZIG Zeebrugge

Power Points

Create Market Opportunities

Renewed Energy

With the comprehensive, global reporting of Dow Jones Energy

China Watch
Arb Watch

Service, energy market participants profit from:
Actionable news, data and commentary

Spotlight on Energy Market Trends

Indispensable editorial content not found anywhere else

Oil supply chain disruptions are not the only factor moving the

Content delivery wherever and however customers need it

price of crude per barrel. Dow Jones covers:
Climate Change – Track and explain the impact of pending

For more information about Dow Jones Energy Service,

legislation and investment; carbon emissions coverage

please email newswires@dowjones.com.

Weather – Essential breaking news on hurricanes, summer heat,
winter trends, key forecasts for energy markets
Nuclear Power – Track plans for new nuclear power plants
War – The politics of oil and the potential impact on oil prices
Energy Companies – Complete coverage of global oil and gas
industries
Other Corporates – Also cover merchant power companies,
utilities, transportation, and shipping

